The President's Pen...

1 - Denise Huddlestun, GCTM President

While summer affords a well-deserved break for teachers, many GCTM members are involved in various
activities that support and enhance their practice. GCTM board members have been working diligently
over the summer by teaching or coordinating the GCTM Summer Academies, serving on a state
Department of Education Launch Years Initiative Team, planning the 2019 Georgia Mathematics
Conference (GMC) and working on securing keynote and featured speakers as well finalizing the theme
for the 2020 GMC. Read more about these initiatives in this issue.

Yes, there is a break from the routine of rising before the sun every weekday to arrive at school early to
be prepared to provide meaningful learning experiences for students. However, I ’ve met literally
hundreds of teachers this summer who have chosen to rise early to engage in professional learning to
better meet the needs of students. Kristi Caissie, GCTM Summer Academies Coordinator, and a team of
facilitators have planned and prepared all year to provide Summer Acade mies in four sites around the
state so that teachers from Georgia (and a few from neighboring South Carolina) could participate in
two full days of professional learning. In addition to the facilitators for the professional learning, several
GCTM members have served as volunteers for the academies.
Congratulations to the newly elected officers for GCTM to begin their terms on November 1, 2019.

2 - GCTM's Newly Elected Officers

GCTM is fortunate to have these qualified individuals step into these positions. We also extend
appreciation to the outgoing officers for their leadership: Past-President: Bonnie Angel; Vice President
for Advocacy: Brian Lack; Vice President for Regional Services: Krisi Caissie; and Secretary: Kim Conley.
Vice President for Competitions, Chuck Garner, is leaving the Executive Board Member at the end of
October after serving in the position for ten years. Not only has he served so capably in that position, he
has been chosen as STAR teacher for thirteen years. Congratulations, Chuck!
The 60th annual GMC promises to be a great opportunity for teachers to participate in professional
development. This year’s theme Acquiring the Keys to Access and Equity is the first of two years focused
on Access and Equity. Several keynote and session leaders for the Georgia Mathematics Conference
(GMC) also presented at the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Annual Conference in San
Diego. You’ll want to hear them present, so be sure to register for GMC when registration opens on
August 1. Read more about the conference later in this issue and hear more about next year’s
conference at the 2019 GMC.
We want to know more about you and your accomplishments and interests. Please let Susan Craig,
Membership Director at scraig@gctm.org, know of awards you or your GCTM member colleagues have
received. And please let Jeff McCammon, Member Liaison at jeff.mccammon@gctm.org, know if you

are interested in serving as a volunteer in any capacity or if you are interested in seeking a position in
GCTM.

Editor's Note

Keeping You Updated

3 - Becky Gammill, Ed.D.
Publication Editor

Birthday Riddle Update
In the Spring Issue of Reflections, the Birthday Riddle was posed for you and (hopefully) your students.
The riddle and the solution are posted below.

Al and Ben met Sarah. They want to know her birthday. She gives them a list of 10 possible dates.
◦

May 15, May 16, May 19

◦

June 17, June 18,

◦

July 14, July 16

◦

August 14, August 15, August 17

Sarah tells All and Ben separately the month and the day of her birthday respectively.
Al said, "I don't know when Sarah's birthday is, but I do know that Ben does not know too."
Ben said, "I didn't know originally, but now I do."
Al said, "Well, now I know too!"

What is Sarah's birthday?
Solution by elimination. You must assume that everything Al and Ben know is true, and eliminate dates
with each clue. The first clue: Al said, "I don't know when Sarah's birthday is, but I do know that Ben
does not know too." That means that his month has dates that are all duplicated in other months. Cross
out May and June since they have a singleton day. The second clue: Ben said, "I didn't know originally,
but now I do." With Al's clue, Ben knew to eliminate May and June as well. But, now he knows the date
because his date is not repeated among July and August. Eliminate July 14th and August 14th. The last
clue: Al said, "Well, now I know too!" After Al eliminated July 14th and August 15th, he realized that
there was only one date left in July and two dates left in August. It could not be one of the remaining
two August dates because Ben KNEW based on the previous elimination. It must be July 16th because
there was only one date left in that month. The solution is July 16th.

Launch Initiative Involvement

The Georgia Department of Education reached out to GCTM earlier this year in order to obtain a
representative from our association in the Launch Initiative State Steering Committee. As that
representative, I attended the CBMS National Forum Reston Virginia in May 2019 along with five other
members of Georgia’s State Steering Committee including Lya Snell, Ph.D (Mathematics Program
Director for GaDOE), Brooke Kline (Mathematics Secondary Program Specialist), Michael Wiernicki

(Mathematics Elementary Program Specialist), Carla Bidwell (RESA), Jennifer Greer (Mathematics
Coordinator, Floyd County School System) and Tristan Denley, Ph.D. (Chief Academic Officer University
System and Executive Vice Executive of Academic Affairs for the University System).
As a member of the team, this position not only gives GCTM representation at the state level for
curriculum development but allows our organization to be the premier mechanism for disseminating
information about curriculum changes from the state’s involvement in the Launch Initiative to math
teachers across the state. Each member brought a unique perspective to the team, and as GCTM’s
representative, I brought the unique perspective of a practicing Algebra II teacher with experience
teaching gateway courses at the college level.

What is the Launch Initiative?
After Brian Kemp took office, the GaDOE was encouraged to apply for the Launch Initiative Grant
offered by Dana Center in Texas. The Dana Center has been given a multimillion-dollar grant for the
Launch Initiative through the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The focus of the Launch Initiative is on
making the transition for students from high school mathematics to college mathematics more
accessible, relevant and effective for all students. The initiative looks at creating communication and
collaboration groups between high school and college curriculum designers and educators to make the
mathematics courses students take at the high school level more applicable to the mathematics
requirement at the college level.

For at least five years the USG has been on-board with creating mathematical “pathways” for students,
and the technical colleges are starting to follow suit. Right now, Georgia has 14 universities that offer at
least two pathways (NonSTEM and STEM) or even a third pathway (Statistics called a “Statway”) that
help students take more relevant mathematics courses related to their major. One major goal of these
pathways is to help someone not going into a STEM-related field not waste their time and tuition dollars
taking a Calculus class, and likewise, help those who are going into a STEM related field avoid taking
unnecessary lower level math courses. Now that some of these pathways are in place, Georgia wants to
continue this work at the high school level to make the transition from high school to college smoother.
Through the Launch Initiative, Georgia will be one of three states in the nation funded and supported by
the Dana Center in the development of mathematical pathways for the high school curriculum. The
Dana Center’s involvement will assist with the designed pathways through research, planning, funding,
professional development, and management. Right now, the GADOE offers a current pathway of the
following:
The primary goal of Georgia’s involvement in the Launch Initiative is to reexamine and possibly create 1)
an Alternative Algebra II course that prepares students for more fourth year options, and 2) a 4th-year

mathematics course for high school students that many colleges would accept as preparing students to
be successful in either STEM or NonSTEM pathways. Moreover, optimistically, this fourth-year option
may even be considered as a duel-enrollment course by which students could possibly receive college
credit for the course.
Georgia’s first step in the Launch Initiative was to send the State Steering Committee to the CBMS
Forum in Washington DC. CBMS acts like an umbrella organization for 17 mathematical organizations in
the United States. The last forum (in 2014) focused on helping states develop mathematical pathways at
the college level. This year’s forum focused on equipping states to make these changes at the highschool level. The conference purpose was to “initiate a multi-state effort directed at bridging the gaps
between high school and college mathematics.” Issues addressed in the forum included: responding to
the changing role of mathematics in the economy, ensuring college readiness today and tomorrow, and
articulating the mathematical pathways that will serve all students.

As GCTM’s representative, I am valued on the State Steering Committee because I am the only
practicing K-12 teacher and have experience teaching college classes as well. During a steering

committee virtual meeting, Dr. Snell hinted that she will probably want me to be part of one of the
working groups as well. In July, I joined three other members of the steering committee, to take part in
a curriculum development meeting in Austin, Texas. Under the direction of the Dana Center, the
Steering Committees from Washington, Texas, and Georgia collaborated to develop learning objectives
for an Algebra II alternative course and a 4th year course for seniors. The collective work of the group is
currently in the cyclic review process of other stakeholders involve d. While the work is being revised
and reviewed, members of the Steering Committee continue to have virtual meetings with other states
that participated at the CBMS forum to exchange ideas on what our respective states are doing to meet
the mathematical needs students as they transition from high school to college level mathematics
classes. This process will take at least three years, and GCTM will be a part of the process from the very
beginning. As information about Georgia’s involvement in the Launch Initiative progresses, I keep our
stakeholders updated on the developments. Check out my scrapbook images below of the CBMS Forum
(Reston, VA) and the Curriculum Development session (Austin, TX) below.

4 - The Dana Center, Austin Texas

5 - Inside the Dana Center

6 - Inside the Dana Center

7 - Algebra II and Fourth-Year Math Alternative Working Groups

8 - Working group: Representatives from Washington, Texas, and Georgia work together to develop learning objectives for
possible new courses.

9 - Austin airport
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Fifth-Graders’ Integer Addition and Subtraction Conceptions
Elementary and middle school students have varying levels of understanding when posing stories, or
writing word problems, for integer operations (Author year 1; Mukhopadhyay, 1997). This is especially
the case when students subtract negative numbers since they may not conceptually understand how
negative number operations is equal to adding two numbers together (Author year 2). Think about how
your students might respond when asked to write a word problem for -14 – -20. For example, if a
student writes:
I had – fourteen dollars in the bank, I got paid $20 for mowing people’s lawn, now I have six dollars in the
bank.
What are the student's conceptions about subtracting a negative number? Based on the word problem,
the student knows that subtracting a negative number is the same as adding a positive number. Yet, this
story does not or show that the student understands what it means to subtract a negative. Rather, the
student’s story illustrates that they followed the rule that subtracting a negative number is equivalent to
addition and wrote a problem describing -14 + 20 = 6. Though the word problem results in the correct

answer, the student did not attend to the original operation in the equation. Contrast this with a
student that writes:
It is -14 degrees in Alaska. It is -20 degrees in Minnesota. How much warmer is it in Alaska than
Minnesota?
Rather than drawing on a rule, this student used comparison, a distance definition of subtraction. As
teachers, it is important to support students in this type of conceptual reasoning so that they move
beyond procedures and make sense of the operation (NCTM, 2014). Research has shown that teaching
integers with contexts, such as net worth, aids in students’ developing an understanding of integer
operations (Stephan, 2009). Also, difficulties students have with integer contexts may include posing
unrealistic stories, changing the number sentence to a different number sentence, and using contexts
that do not support opposites (Author year 1; Mukhopadhyay, 1997). Having students create contexts
for situations can be an indicator of what conceptions about the topic they already have (Author year 2)
as well as engage them in the Common Core State Standards Mathematical Practice #3: Model with
Mathematics.
133 fifth-grade students posed stories for eight integer addition and subtraction equations (see Table 1).
We choose fifth graders because they had not yet had formal school instruction with negative integers.
We wanted to better understand what integer conceptions students may bring to the classroom. We
provided the entire number sentence with the solution (e.g., -2 – 3 = -5) so the students could focus
posing a story for integers without fear of an incorrect solution. The number sentences varied and
included challenging problem types such as like subtracting a negative number (e.g., -14 – -20 = 6).

Students’ integer operation stories illustrated their understanding and highlighted common challenges,
supported by research, that students face with posing integer stories. In this paper, we discuss five
themes (using discrete objects unrealistically, focusing on a rule, disregarding negative signs, switching
the order of the numbers, and changing which numbers are negative) that occurred across the fifth graders’ stories. We then summarize commonalities and differences across student work to lay a
foundation for planning classroom instruction that forwards student thinking.

Using Discrete Objects Unrealistically
When posing unrealistic stories, students used discrete objects in two different ways. First, we found
students that used objects that could not be negative. For example, consider the following student ’s
story for -17 + 12 = -5.
I had -17 balloons. Then I got 12 more. I had -5 balloons at the end.
Coordinating the physical embodiment of negative integers in a context for students may be
challenging; we can have a temperature of -17 degrees, but not -17 objects. The second type of
unrealistic story students created were where the subject took away more than what was available. For
example, consider the following student’s story for 8 – 20 = -12.
I had 8 beds and Joe broke 20. Then I had -12 left.
Using takeaway conceptions of subtraction works well for positive integers where the magnitude of the
starting amount is more than the magnitude of what you are taking away. But, take -away conceptions of
subtraction can break down with negative integers. This is especially the case when students use
discrete objects. We found when students posed unrealistic stories with discrete objects they attended
to writing a story that matched the original equation given to them in the problem. Consider the two
stories above about balloons and beds. Although both stories are not realistic, the stories maintain
consistency with the operation in the number sentence (e.g., “I got 12 more” matches adding 12 in the
first number sentence and “Joe broke 20” matches subtracting 20 in the second). Despite writing stories
consistent with -17 + 12 = -5 and 8 – 20 = -12, the use of discrete objects is problematic.
Focusing on a Rule
Students that used a rule changed the operation in the original problem. These students converted the
problem to an addition problem when subtracting a negative or changed the problem to subtraction
when it asked them to add a negative. Consider these students’ stories for -14 – -20 = 6 and 18 + -13 = 5.
The temperature was -14 degrees. It rose 20 degrees. Now it’s 6 degrees.
I have 18 pieces of candy and lost 13 and now I have five.
Based off these students’ stories, we see that they may have used a rule or procedure for adding and
subtracting negative numbers. But, their stories failed to show students' understanding of operations
with negative numbers. Though the word problems result in a correct sol ution to the number sentence,
the students did not attend to the original operation in the equation.
Students that used a rule for integer addition and subtraction often wrote realistic stories. As illustrated
in both examples above, the temperature can rise 20 degrees and possible for someone to lose 13
pieces of candy when starting with 18 pieces of candy. Although the students posed stories that could
happen, they changed the operation in the original equation. These types of stories reveal that student s
may understand contexts for negative integers and attend to realism; but, they are not coordinating the
contexts with specific operations when adding or subtracting a negative number. Thus, students need
support in thinking about how to pose realistic stories that match the number sentence provided to
them.
Disregarding Negative Signs

Students sometimes disregarded negative signs and used the positive size of the numbers. For example,
this student wrote a problem for 6 + 9 = 15 instead of -6 + -9 = -15.
I had six books, but I got nine, so now I have fifteen.
Students who disregarded negative signs wrote realistic stories, but with positive numbers instead.
Students who did this may not be familiar with negative integers and thus depended solely on their
knowledge about positive integers.
Switching the Order of the Numbers
When students changed the order of the numbers in the problem, they did so in two different ways.
Sometimes their stories included operating on the solution, rather than the original n umber. For
example, here is one student’s story for 18 + -13 = -5.
I got 18 dogs. I gave 5 to my friend and how many would have left? I have 13 left.
Other times, students reordered the numbers by switching the numbers that were being operated on.
For example, when writing a problem for 8 – 20 = -12, the following student started with 20.
I have 20 pencils. I gave 8 to my friend. Now I have 12 left.
When students switched the order of the numbers, they did one of two things. First, they kept the sign
with the number, such as the first student who gave 5 dogs away to represent the -5. Second, they
maintained the structure of the problem and switched the numbers. For example, the second student
left the problem as a subtraction problem and did 20 – 8 = 12 instead of 8 – 20 = -12. Both students
disregarded the negative sign for the solution meaning they wrote stories that resulted in a positive
answer. Students who switched the order of the numbers wrote realistic stories. Had they kept the
order of the numbers and the negative solution, their stories would not have been realistic. Rather they
would have written:
I got 18 dogs. I gave 13 to my friend and how many would have left? I have -5 left.
I have 8 pencils. I gave 20 to my friend. Now I have -12 left.
Thus, had the students kept the numbers in the same order, their context would not have worked.
Students that wrote word problems like this understood that contexts with negative integers need to be
realistic. Yet, they need opportunities to maintain consistency in the number sentence, which may use
contexts other than ones with discrete objects.
Switching Which Numbers are Negative
The last method we saw included stories where the students changed which numbers were positive or
negative. For example, one student changed -17 + 12 = -5 to 17 – 12 = 5.
I have 17 strawberries. I sold 12 strawberries, now I have 5 strawberries left.
Like students that disregarded negative signs, we found students doing this to change the situation to
one that they are familiar with. Additionally, students often kept the numbers in the same order but
changed the solution from negative to positive. These students wrote realistic stories unlike a situation
starting with -17 strawberries, which is not. This type of posed story reve als that students understand

that contexts for negative integers need to be realistic; but, these students would enjoy comparing and
contrasting contexts for -17 + 12 = -5 and 17 – 12 = 5.
Combining Strategies
Though we grouped each of the five strategies separately, we found many students that used more than
one strategy at the same time. For example, consider this student’s story for
-2 – 3 = -5.
I have 3 gaming systems. My mom has two. If we put them together we have 5.
This student switched the order of the numbers and disregarded the negatives to write a problem for 3
+ 2 = 5. Thus, students that changed the equation to a different equation used at least one of the five
strategies in the word problems they wrote.

Discussion and Implications
Unpacking fifth-graders’ stories for integer addition and subtraction provides insight into their thinking
about integers. Understanding what successes and difficulties students have when writing word
problems for integer operations can be used as a foundation for planning instruction. In this section, we
take a closer look at these strategies and use this to discuss methods for teaching integer operations in
the classroom.
We found that the fifth-grade students thought of addition as joining and subtraction as take-away. Very
few students wrote problems using other meanings (e.g., comparison, distance) of addition and
subtraction. As illustrated, having a limited understanding of what it means to add and subtract limits
the types of problems that students can write when adding and subtracting integers. One way to help
students understand many meanings for addition and subtraction is by providing them many contexts to
explore and represent. For example, the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (2010) provides
the following Table (see Table 2).

Add To and Take From are comparable to the joining and take away contexts we found the fifth graders
using most often when creating their word problems for integers. Yet, Table 2 illustrates two other
meanings (put together/take apart and compare) that are also useful for students to make sense of
adding and subtracting.
All the example problems given in Table 2 include the use of discrete objects, which work well for
positive numbers but not for negative numbers. We found that when students used discrete objects,
even if their word problem matched the equation, they tended to pose unrealistic stories. This is where
incorporating continuous quantities into instruction can be useful. When using a temperature or money
context instead, which we found some fifth-graders using when writing their word problems, you can
have a situation where joining or taking away works. For example,
The temperature is 8 degrees and it drops 20 degrees. It is now -12 degrees.
I have $8 in my bank account and pay a bill for $20. Now I have -$12 in my bank account.
Both word problems represent 8 – 20 = -12 and are realistic unlike a problem of starting with 8 pencils
and taking away 20 pencils. Thus, it will be important for students to be familiar with both discrete and
continuous quantities. We found that when students did use discrete objects , they interpreted the
minus or negative sign as owing and borrowing as opposed to describing the object. For example, here
are three students’ stories about owing and borrowing pencils for 8 – 20 = -12, -17 + 12 = -5, and -6 + -9
= -15.
I had 8 lead pencils and owed Sarah 20. So I gave her 8 but still owed her 12.
17 pencils were borrowed. 12 were given back. The kid still owes 5 pencils.
Aidan owes 6 pencils and Andrew owes 9 pencils. Together they owed 15 pencils.

Instead of writing problems such as “I have -17 pencils” students who used the minus and negative signs
as actions (e.g. owing and borrowing) for the objects were successful with writing stories that were both
realistic and matched the original equation. Thus, focusing instruction around actions for operations can
help students make sense of operations even when using discrete objects.

Conclusion
Students make sense of integer operations when instruction include variety of contexts. Contexts extend
student understanding beyond rule-following to make sense of the numerical operations. Teachers who
use contexts as a medium for teaching for addition and subtraction of discrete and continuo us
quantities can strengthen students’ conceptual understanding operations with integers.
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Background
Inquiry-based learning refers to “a process of discovering new relations, with the learner formulating
hypotheses and then testing them by conducting experiments and/or making observations” (Pedaste,
Mäeots, Leijen, & Sarapuu, 2012, p. 82). Integrating technology and creating a classroom environment
that is inquiry-based and real-world solution-driven is crucial to engage students and foster genuine
learning (Wang, Kinzie, McGuire, & Pan, 2010). This is especially true in the math classroom where
students often drown in the material and question “When will I ever use this?”. As a group of preservice middle-grade mathematics teachers, we designed a technology-incorporated geometry lesson to
promote 7th-grade student understanding about radius and circumference of circles through inquiry based activities. We developed the lessonbased on our student teaching experiences and under our
math content course professor’s guidance.

Lesson Design
Student Background

The first step was to make the materials in math realistic and applicable to students’ lives. Some of us
have student taught (and will likely teach in the future) at a small rural town in southern Georgia where
“daddy’s farm tractor” and “four-wheeler ride this weekend” are something almost every student has
let slip from their mouths. Students wanted to learn about all -terrain vehicles, and they looked forward
to getting their driver’s license in a few years. We took all this into consideration and decided to include
motorized vehicles in our task design.

Technology
We chose to use LEGO Mindstorms robots, “a software platform produced by Lego for the development
of programmable robots based on Lego building blocks” (“Lego Mindstorms,” n.d.), as our instructional
tool for the following purposes: 1) The robots have the exact element – rolling wheels – that students
could use to explore the concepts of radius and circumference; 2) Some of us have used them in our
student teaching. The programming was not difficult to learn, and more importantly, students loved
them! Some of us even noticed that students took ownership of the robots that they built, being sure to
take care of them. Many got very protective of their “baby”. Figure 1 shows students working on their
robots (photos taken by one of us during student teaching).

Launch
For the robotics project to work, the teacher introduces students to the LEGO Mindstorms kit early in
the semester. As a warm-up activity for this lesson, students build their robots following the instructions
included in the kit. (Depending on how much time students need to construct the robots, the teacher
could divide the project into several activities throughout the week). This activity could save the teacher
from spending hours constructing each robot. The activity also provides an opportunity for students to
build communication and teamwork skills which are crucial at the middle school age (Armstrong, 2006).
After students construct the robots, the teacher could assist students in the programming process. For
the exploration activity, students program the robots so that they can travel in a circular pattern using
the predetermined radii.
Explore

Using the programmed robot, students can place it down on a poster paper and allow for a pen to rest
in the pen holder and press onto the paper. The robot would start at the center point of the circle and
travel out one tire rotation. (Students can change this number through programming.) As it travels, the
pen draws out a straight line. Once the robot completes one tire rotation, it would reverse back to the
center point. It continues to do this several more times to create radii that circled back around to the
original. Figure 2 is an image of a robot creating several different radii using different colors. After the
robot completes the lines, the instructor asks the students to observe the drawing and discuss the
following questions (given in order) with their team members: 1) Please measure how far the robot
traveled each time. Suppose the radius of the tire is 5 cm, what is the ratio of the distance you
measured to the radius of the tire? 2) Please complete the circle by connecting the ends of the radii
drawn by the robot. Measure the circumference of the circle using a tape measure. What is the ratio of
the circumference and the radius of the circle? 3) Summarize the pattern you discovered.

Summary
Once students complete the questions, they will discuss what they have learned in a whole -class
conversation. If not brought up by the students, the teacher should make sure to address the definition
of a circle (all points equidistant from the center) and the relationship between the radius and
circumference of a circle (C=2πr ) as key knowledge points of the lesson. The teacher will then prompt
students to see how these mathematical concepts could apply to their lives (e.g., apply circumference in
calculating mileage).
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Spotlight Interview with Susan Craig

Editor's Foreword
Considering GCTM’s 60th Anniversary, I wanted to interview someone who is been with us for 45 years.
Susan Craig, our Membership coordinator, enthusiastically describes her involvement in GCTM and how
it has changed over the years. Her account is a testament to how GCTM has consistently provided human
and professional resources for Georgia’s teachers for nearly six decades. Some things never change.

On becoming a member, getting involved, and GMC.
I guess my first involvement in GCTM was when our Mathematics Coordinator in Richmond County,
Penny Vaughn, brought several of us to GMC in 1978. My advisor and professor at Augusta College, Dr.
Bill Bompart, was active and insisted we join NCTM and encouraged us to join GCTM when we were
about graduate. He later was GCTM President. During that time, he asked me to be Secretary of our
region. That was the first introduction of regional groups. At that point, I began attending the
conference at Rock Eagle each year. We also had a couple of small regional sessions on a Saturday at
Augusta College. The GMC was a very rewarding experience. Our speakers, as they are now, were the
big names and authors of textbooks and materials, officers in NCTM and GCTM, and statewide teachers
renowned for their excellence in the classroom and active leaders in GCTM. My oldest memory was
hearing Mary Dolciani speak. If you get your hands on an old Houghton Mifflin red or yellow Algebra text,
[you will see that] she was the primary author and a bang-up speaker. there were many others. I was
hooked at that point because I was able to go back to my classroom, still a novice teacher but loaded
with ideas and materials I could use that first day back.

At that point, I was not involved at the state level, but it was important to me to continue to be a
member, attend the opportunities it afforded me. I can remember when Dr. Bompart was later
Executive director of GCTM, he was getting the membership on the computer and being in his office
working on his Apple II+ and had a question. Never realized that was my intro to membe rship work...in
the future. Later I was the East Central Representative. We worked to create a Collaborative in our area,
modeled after the Columbus regional Collaborative, with the support of The Augusta College
Mathematics Department professors. After a while, I became the Vice President for Regional Services
working with all the Regional Reps. When Dr. Larry Elbrink stepped down as Executive Director of GCTM,
I took on the membership task. So I have been Membership Director for about 10 years. Over the y ears I
have served on the Conference Program Committee, Election Committee, the Summer Academy
Committee. a few times. I have presented at GMC a few times.
In years past, there was always a pre-meeting of GMC for the college professors, I think. and there were
sessions at each time on the program devoted to technical and college -level teachers. I think the very
first GMC meetings were small groups, maybe 20 or so, in the Atlanta area, but for the most part it has
always been at ROCK EAGLE.
I think just being at Rock Eagle brings many memories of the sessions, the presenters, the many
wonderful people I have met and been friends with over these many years. One of my closest friends I
met at Rock Eagle that very first conference. The conference has always had a strong program for
teachers. That continues today. The facilities are a major improvement from years ago. The ability to use
up-to-date technology has been a big plus from the days of overhead projectors. The exhibits were
always a bustling place with lots of chances to purchase new materials and see the newest texts, etc.
The textbook industry is vastly different now, so I think the exhibits seem very quiet compared to the
past. In the past, we had a chance for attendees to meet briefly in regional groups to hear of activities in
their areas and statewide. We do now have occasional chances to hear from those in administration at
the state level in a full session, and even candidates for State Superintendent when that occurs. The
large gathering places offer a chance to meet new teachers, exchange ideas, renew friendships. The
lodging facilities are vastly better. Our leaders attend the National NCTM meetings and leadership
forums to bring in the best speakers and leaders to share with us. GMC continues w ith excellence and
new ideas.

Reflecting on a career in mathematics education.

I always wanted to be a mathematics teacher. I had excellent role models and encouragement. I taught
my entire 40-year career in Richmond County Schools. Eight years I served as a Coordinator of
Mathematics and Administrative Technology. I enjoyed working with the teachers and then chose to

return to the classroom for the last half of my teaching life. In those years I taught every mathematics
course in the middle and high school curriculum. I particularly loved teaching 8th-grade algebra students
and Advanced Math and Trig and AP Calculus. I served as Department Chair in the 2 schools in which I
taught. I retired in 2004 but taught part-time until 2011.

[GCTM] has been such a magnificent impact on me...my teaching and my personal life... that now I have
the time, to do the legwork, make the contacts, that many teachers don't have time to offer. I may be
retired, but I will be a mathematics teacher forever. I have loved my affiliation and work with GCTM and
love being able to help.
It made me a better teacher! If I were to go to my files right now and pull one, it would most likely be an
activity I saw or learned at the conference or from one of the friends and colleagues I have met there.
We have such a huge state, but small when you consider the contacts and fellow teachers from every
corner. GCTM made me confident in the way I taught, in the content I taught, and gave me the support I
needed to know how to inform parents and others, that we must teach the children and it may not be
the way they were taught as children - including administrators and principals!

Technological impacts on a mathematical landscape.
I really think that over time technology has had a negative effect. Positively, it allows us to have
immediate contact. But we get barraged with so much email, it gets lost in the mix. Being able to join
and renew GCTM membership online is a wonderful feature, but something about having that
membership form in your hand or your mail seemed to be more effective. We had larger membership
numbers before the use of widespread technology. But we are not alone in that. NCTM membership
numbers are down also. I think the number of teachers who remain as career teachers is lower and so
the commitment to mathematics teaching and professional membership in NCTM or GCTM just isn't
what it was 10, 20 years ago. That is due to lots of factors. When I began working with Membership,

there were about 2500 GCTM members. Today there are about 1200. This is very frustrating to me
personally. Maybe teachers feel they can get the information and encouragement GCTM provides online.
For my entire membership in GCTM, I paid my membership fee. It has risen from $15 annually to a huge
$20 annually.

GCTM Summer Academies

21 - Kristi Caissie, Summer Academies Director

GCTM Summer Academy sessions were a great success! Metacognitive strategies, collaborative learning,
differentiation, and other evidence-based strategies that were modeled and addressed. See the
scrapbook of the images taken during this program.

The two-day workshops in the Summer Academies offer teachers face-to-face professional development
focused on grade band content (K – 1st, 2nd – 3rd, 4th – 5th, 6th – 8th, Algebra/Coordinate Algebra,
Geometry/Analytic Geometry, and Algebra II/Advanced Algebra). Each grade band session includes the
following.
·

Improving teacher knowledge

·

Supporting productive struggle

·

Experiencing engaging, rich tasks aligned to grade band GSE standards

·

Exploring classroom strategies to meet the needs of ALL students

22 - Summer Academy Locations and Dates

Georgia Mathematics Conference

23 - Dan Funsch, Conference Board Chair

The GMC is right around the corner and there is still time register. Click on our link below to register for
this conference.

24 - http://new.gctm-resources.org/gctm/dv7/node/285

This year’s theme is part of a two-year plan to focus on Access and Equity. The 2019 GMC will focus on
acquiring the key habits of mind which are needed to unlock mathematics for each and every student in
our classrooms. The 2020 GMC will focus on how we can use those keys.
Our featured and keynote speakers are well prepared to help us reflect upon the interior mental
structures that we will need to be able to help all our students.
As GMC Board Chair I would like to recommend that you prepare for your time at Rock Eagle by reading
one of NCTM’s Access & Equity series. When we first began preparing for the 2019 GMC I thought that I
knew what these terms meant but have since learned that my understanding was shallow at
best. These are deep things and deserve our full attention.
I am honored to serve as the 2019 GMC Board Chair and hope to welcome you to the 60th Anniversary
Georgia Mathematics Conference this fall.

West GA STEAM Conference

25 - https://www.wgaresastemconference.com/

Check out the West GA STEAM conference on September 12th and 13th. Mathematics will be
represented at the conference this year. The keynote is Dr. Dutchess Harris, the granddaughter of one of
the NASA mathematician's portrayed in the movie Hidden Figures. More information can be found on
the conference website, www.wgaresastemconference.com

Competitions

26 - Chuck Garner, VP of Competitions

State Competition Results
The 43rd annual GCTM State Math Tournament was held at Middle Georgia State University in Macon,
Georgia on April 27, 2019. Schools are invited to the state tournament based on their performance on
previous Georgia tournaments throughout the 2018-2019 school year. Thirty-four invited schools
attended this year’s state tournament. Four students are selected by their school sponsor to represent
each school (one school brought a team of two). Sixteen individuals were also invited to try-out for the
state-wide Georgia ARML team, making a total of 152 participants.
The tournament consisted of a very challenging written test of 45 multiple -choice questions and 5 freeresponse questions with a 90-minute time limit; 10 individual ciphering problems, each problem with a
two-minute time limit; and a team round. The team round consisted of 12 problems for each team to
solve while working together within eighteen minutes.
The student with the best improvement at the state tournament over the previous year was given the
Steve Sigur Award for Most Improved Performance. This award, named in honor of the great
mathematician, teacher, and mentor Steve Sigur, went to Andy Yang of the Wesleyan School. Each
participant and their school sponsor were given a 2019 State Tournament T-shirt.
The top five teams and the top fifteen individuals are listed below.
TOP 5 TEAMS:
1. Fulton Science Academy
2. Walton High School
3. Northview High School
4. Wheeler High School
5. Columbus High School
The classification winners are the schools which were not in the top 5, but, except for the top 5, placed
above all other schools in their classification. We call these “classification champions.” Unfortunately,
there was no Class AA Champion this year, as all AA schools that qualified for the State Math
Tournament declined to participate.

CLASSIFICATION CHAMPIONS:
Class A: Tattnall Square Academy
Class AAA: Westminster
Class 4A: Gwinnett School for Math, Science and Technology
Class 5A: Chamblee High School

Class 6A: Dunwoody High School
Class 7A: Lambert High School
Non-GHSA Class: Eureka Scholastic Academy
TOP 15 INDIVIDUALS:
1. Holden Watson, Fulton Science Academy
2. Aadi Karthik, Lambert High School
3. Cade Lautenbacher, Dunwoody High School
4. Vishaal Ram, Milton High School
5. Shawn Im, Peachtree Ridge High School
6. Catherine Cossaboom, Chamblee Charter High School
7. Charlie Furniss, Fulton Science Academy
8. Eric Ahn, Lambert High School
9. Russel Emerline, Walton High School
10. Daniel Shen, South Forsyth High School
11. Raymond Jiang, Wheeler High School
12. Daniel Shu, Walton High School
13. Ryan Yang, North Oconee High School
14. Nithiya Jayakumar, Eureka Scholastic Academy
15. Ramanan Abeyakaran, Chamblee High School

State Tournament registration is free, but schools must be invited. The next State Mathematics
Tournament is scheduled for April 25, 2020.

Upcoming Fall Tournaments

27 - stone@fultonschools.org

28 - https://schoolwires.henry.k12.ga.us/Page/39411

29 - Jaime.Henck@henry.k12.ga.us

30 - http://www.rockdalemathcompetition.com/

31 - http://www.math.uga.edu/uga-high-school-math-tournament

32 - http://csm.kennesaw.edu/mathematics/events/ksu-mathematics-competition.php

33 - http://cla.mercer.edu/math/events/math-contest/

34 - http://new.gctm-resources.org/gctm/dv7/?q=node/160

Books and Resources
The books offered below collect together the GCTM State Mathematics Tournament materials (written
tests, individual ciphering, and pair ciphering) from the years 1982 through 2015 and the same f or the
GCTM Middle School Tournament materials from 2010 to 2015. Full solutions to all problems are
provided, and, in some cases, more than one solution is provided. Also included in each state
tournament book is a topic index so that problem solvers may find any problem by topic. These books
provide a crash course in problem solving and preparation for anyone invited to these tournaments, or
for anyone that enjoys good problems. These books are a must for any Math Team sponsor! To
purchase one of these books, simply click here to get started.
(Note: all proceeds from the sales of these books goes directly to GCTM and funds the State Math
Tournament and ARML team.)

Awards and Grants

35 - LaTonya Mitchell, VP Awards and Grants

GCTM is still accepting nominations for 2019 award recipients. .

Do you know a mathematics teacher that goes above and beyond their job description to assure their
students are successful?
Now is the perfect time to stop and recommend this person for a well -deserved GCTM honor/award.
The rules for making a nomination make it easier than ever to nominate someone who makes a
difference in the lives of their students for a GCTM honor/award.
No longer does the person making the nomination need to be a member of GCTM, except in the case of
the Gladys M. Thomason Award. This means any teacher, coach, administrator, parent, or student is
now eligible to submit a fabulous candidate for any of the other appropriate honors/awards.

Go to https://gctm.org and select the ‘AWARDS’ tab to make your nomination today.

GCTM Sponsored Grants
Mini-Grants
The Mini-Grant program has been implemented to provide funding for creative teaching projects.
Proposals will be judged anonymously, and grants will be awarded in any amount up to $300.00. Each
winner should be willing to either write an article for Reflections, the GCTM publication or participate on
a panel with other Mini-Grant winners at the following Georgia Math Conference. The criteria upon
which applications will be evaluated are:
•

Creativity, innovation

•

Potential impact on student achievement

•

The potential for replication by and dissemination to other teachers

•

Advancement of NCTM's Principles and Standards for School Mathematics

•

Unavailability of funding from local sources

Other Grant Opportunities - Deadlines this Fall
Advanced Technological Education (ATE) | Deadline: October 3, 2019
With an emphasis on two-year Institutions of Higher Education (IHEs), the Advanced Technological
Education (ATE) program focuses on the education of technicians for the high-technology fields that
drive our nation's economy. The program involves partnerships between academic institutions (grades
7-12, IHEs) and industry to promote improvement in the education of science and engineering
technicians at the undergraduate and secondary institution school levels. The ATE program supports
curriculum development; professional development of college faculty and secondary school teachers;
career pathways; and other activities. The program invites research proposals that advance the
knowledge base related to technician education. It is expected that projects will be faculty driven and
that courses and programs credit-bearing, although materials developed may also be used for
incumbent worker education.
The Toshiba American Foundation (TAF) | Deadlines: October 1 for K-5

March 1, June 1, September 1, and December 1 for 6-12 (if less than $5,000) May 1 and November 1 for
6-12 (if more than $5,000)
Toshiba America Foundation (TAF) grants to fund the projects ideas and materials teachers need to
innovate in their math and science classrooms. TAF is interested in funding projects designed by
teachers or small teams of teachers for use in their own schools. Toshiba America Foundation believes
science and mathematics are exciting fields in which all students can succeed with the proper tools and
instruction. They offer grants up to $1,000 to K-5 teachers with Application due on October 1st each
year, and grants up to and beyond $5,000 for teachers of grades 6-12. Grade 6-12 applications for
$5,000 or less are accepted on a rolling basis, throughout the calendar year. Grants requests of more
than $5,000 are reviewed twice a year. Applications for grants of more than $5,000 are due August 1st
and February 1st each year.

NCTM Report

NCTM Publicizes Studies that Support Improvement in High School Mathematics

36 - Deb Haven, NCTM Representative

On April 8th the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) publicized several case studies
that support changes in high school mathematics. The release of these studies follows last year’s NCTM
publication, Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics: Initiating Critical Conversations. Over the
past 30 years, there have been significant improvements to elementary and middle school mathematics;
however, there has not been much progress made at the high school level. Catalyzing Change asks for
all those involved in high school mathematics to make significant changes.
Catalyzing Change highlights key recommendations that have helped begin the critical conversations
needed to change high school math:

• Eliminate student and teacher tracking
• Teach all Essential Concepts in mathematics
• Provide engaging and empowering mathematics instruction for every student
• Offer high school students continuous and meaningful four-year mathematics instruction

Reading the case studies gives insight into how school districts, states, or cities are facing the concerns
discussed in Catalyzing Change. To take a look at the case studies, please visit the news section of NCTM
at https://www.nctm.org/.
To learn more about Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics: Initiating Critical Conversations,
please visit https://www.nctm.org/change/.

Nothing is more expensive than a missed opportunity!
Don’t miss out on these great opportunities to fund everything from books and technology to pursuing a
degree! Go to the grants page of the NCTM website at https://www.nctm.org/grants/ to gain assistance
in improving classroom practices or increasing your mathematical knowledge. The following grant
opportunities all have a May 3rd deadline. If that deadline is too soon for you, there are many other
grants on the site with a later deadline.

NCTM GRANTS

37 - NCTM Grants

Upcoming NCTM Conferences

NCTM Publications

Do you have an article to submit?
The deadline for Fall article submissions is October 1st. Please submit your manuscripts to
gammillgctm@gmail.com. Click on the image for more information.

38 - http://new.gctm-resources.org/gctm/dv7/node/15

GCTM Membership

60 years of GCTM Membership!

39 - Susan Craig, Director of Membership

This summer brings good numbers for GCTM membership. Our total membership stands at 1368
members with 112 new members. Numbers are up. Keep up the good work in inviting a colleague to join
GCTM. As the new school year opens, encourage a new teacher to join us! Spread the word about the
good that GCTM does in our state.

We can credit the Summer Academies for many of the new members and welcome them to GCTM. I
was able to be at the Augusta Academy this week and was excited to see such enthusiastic and gifted
facilitators and teachers in attendance. The Academies are a wonderful example of the enrichment
GCTM brings to its members. Summer is a wonderful time to reflect on those teachers, mathematics
education leaders and supporters, and GCTM members who deserve recognition through GCTM Honors
and Awards. Check out the website for the awards we present and nominate those who deserve to be
applauded for their efforts and achievements.

Thank you for your continued support of our fine Georgia Council of Teachers of Mathematics. We are
excited to celebrate our 60th year. 60 years of excellence in teaching mathematics in Georgia.

Share the love!
Do us a favor and get the word out about the power of this association. Print out this brochure and
share it with your colleagues in a workroom or department common area. With your help, we can help
others discover what GCTM has to offer.

GCTM Brochure Link

Contact Us

Mailing Address

40 - GCTM Logo

The Georgia Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc.
P. O. Box 683905
Marietta, GA 30068

Commonly Requested Email Addresses
•

Summer Mathematics Academies Director: Kristi Caissie, kristicaissie@walkerschools.org

•

Georgia Mathematics Conference Registrar: Tammy Donalson, t.donalson@grady.k12.ga.us

•

Georgia Mathematics Conference Chair: Dan Funsch, dfunsch@alleluiaschool.org

•

Georgia Mathematics Conference Coordinator: Greg Chamblee,
gchamblee@georgiasouthern.edu

•

Publications Editor: Becky Gammill, gammillgctm@gmail.com

•

IT Director and Webmaster: Bill Shillito, webmaster@gctm.org

Executive Board
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42 - Brian Lack, VP Advocacy

43 - Bill Shillito, Information Technology
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45 - Dan Funsch, GMC Coordinator

46 - Deb Havens, NCTM Representative

47 - Debbie Poss, Executive Director

48 - Don Slater, VP Constitution and Policy

49 - Gin Sellers, Central East Region Rep

50 - Jeff McCammon, Metro East Region Rep

51 - Jennifer Donalson, Southwest Region Rep

52 - Kim Conley, Secretary

53 - Kristi Caissie, VP Regional Services, Summer Academies Coordinator

54 - LaTonya Mitchell, VP Honors and Awards

55 - Mike Wiernicki, Central West Region Rep

56 - Nickey Ice. Treasurer

57 - Becky Gammill, Publications Editor

58 - Seyoung Holte, Northeast Region Rep

59 - Shelly Bydinski, Southeast Region Rep

60 - Simone Wells-Heard, Metro West Region Rep

61 - Susan Craig, Membership Director
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62 - Nakita Patterson, Director of Records

63 - Nickey Ice, Treasurer

64 - Gayle Herrington, Director of Promotions

65 - Nancy Mims, Director of Volunteers

66 - Vicki Mullis, Director of Faciliities

67 - Tammy Donalson, Registrar

68 - Alan Gayton, Director of Technology

69 - Zach Veal, Director of Special Events
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